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Silicon timing sensors

Setting the stage

•

•
•
•
•

Cell size is coarse for the first layer and huge for the outer one
• Large cell size imply large capacitance
issue for jitter
• Actual cell size will be determined by timing performance
Event rates and radiation levels are rather modest
The readout architecture is mainly constrained by the data rate
Same technology in both layers with minimal adaptation to optimise the NRE costs
Most of the power will probably be burnt in the front-end

2

Key players in a timing detector
Timing systems: single sample

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped
A comparator generates a digital pulse
The threshold crossing time is captured and digitized by a TDC

• SensorTDC can be embedded on the front-end chip or external
• Front-end
amplifier
I Timing
is derived from a single sample
• Discriminator
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• Time to Digital Converter
• Clock distribution network
3

Key players in defining the resolution
2
2
σt2 = σJ2 + σL2 + σD2 + σTDC
+ σCDN

•
•
•
•
•

Noise in the front-end amplifier
Landau fluctuation
Field distortion
TDC quantisation noise
Jitter and skew in the clock distribution network

4

Key players: TDCs and CDNs

w calibration
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Abstract
(SDM-TDC) [3]. From the theory of injection pulling [4], the
We propose a new approach to an on-chip clock distribution clock
i,1 skew can be adjusted by
1 altering1the self-resonance
scheme. It is based on distributed multi-GHz LC-tank frequency of DCO2 through the SCA code without disturbing
P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY AND C OMPARISON
Abstract— The first folding-flash time-to-digital converter
oscillators generating local clocks. The oscillators are mutually
the injection locking.
L
(TDC) based on the remainder number system (RNS) is reported.
coupled to align their frequencies and are further
An accuracy of the clock skew calibration is limited by a
In this paper, fine quantization of an input time interval is
performed directly with dual free-running ring oscillators without
subharmonically injection-locked to a much1lower frequency
DCO tuning resolution of the SCA. To achieve clock skew
i,1 i,1
additional circuitry to record the coarse bits. The RNS archireference to align their phases. The final phase calibration is better 1
thani 1ps, small capacitance
in the atto-Farad range
1
tecture reduces hardware complexity significantly without speed
i=2
impairment relative to the full flash counterpart employing delay
via adjusting their self-resonant frequencies. We demonstrate
would be needed, which appears very difficult to implement
chains. As a proof-of-concept design, 490 quantization levels using
the scheme with two 4GHz digitally controlled oscillators and to match.
only 84 delay stages achieve a sample rate of 215 MS/s and an
LSB size of 9.4 ps. Without trimming or calibration, the mea(DCO) separated by 650um on a 16nm
i,1CMOS die, mutually
Fig.2 shows a schematic of the proposed
sured differential nonlinearity and integral nonlinearity of the
coupled via a differential transmission line and auto-transformer-based DCO. The inductor is split into three
RNS TDC prototype are +0.53/−0.57 and +1.1/−1.1 LSBs,
Fig. 1. Diagram of the conventional flash TDC.
1 i
respectively.
injection-locked to a 125MHz reference.
The proposedi parts and two SCAs are used in the middle and at the end
architecture achieves a sub-ps calibrated skew with 87fs rms terminals. The CPVT SCA is used for coarse tuning, which
Index Terms— Folding-flash, remainder number redundancy (RNR), remainder number system (RNS), remainder
jitter while consuming 4.3mW, resulting in -258dB clock compensates for the frequency variations due to PVT. The C
redundancy (RR), time-to-digital converter (TDC).
SC
FOM (jitter2 × power).
SCA is used for fine tuning, which compensates for the clock
Introduction
I. I NTRODUCTION
1 skew.
1 Assuming
1 n<1, the transformer is modelled by three
With the ever-increasing demand for data transmission inductors and the equivalent inductance can be approximated
IME-TO-DIGITAL converters (TDCs) are widely used
in many applications where precision time interval meabandwidth, a high-frequency clock distribution network plays
as L = L + n 2 ⋅ L ⋅ C SC , where, L is total inductor and C is total
surements are needed, e.g., in time-of-flight measurements. In
eq
a key role. Conventional buffered H-tree networks consume
C
TDC design, it is widely known that the flash architecture
large power and are sensitive to process, voltage and capacitance of C
based on delay lines provides the highest conversion speed
PVT SCA. The oscillation frequency is given
1
2
Fig.
2.
Diagram
of
the
folding
TDC.
temperature
(PVT)
variations
deteriorating
the
clock
skew.
at the cost of circuit complexity [1], [2]. Fig. 1 shows
as:
the circuit diagram of a typical flash TDC. One problem
These shortcomings have stimulated research in, e.g., resonant
among many delay cells and DFFs. The Vernier TDC can
1
1
1
2
associated with the flash architecture is complexity, which is
=
ωeq =
achieve sub-inverter-delay LSB size [3]–[8]. The 2-D Vernierclocking and de-skew approach [1]. However, jitter
exponentially dependent on the number of bits—for example,
⋅
L
C
eq
TDC further reduces the number of stages to be proportionalperformance is limited there by the clock source using a
1LC (1 + n 2 ⋅ CSC )
in a conventional n-bit delay-chain TDC 2n −1 delay elements
to the square root of the conversion range [7]. However, theyphase-locked loop (PLL). This paper proposes a clock
C
and 2n − 1 D-flip-flops (DFFs) are required, leading to high
are at the cost of extra conversion time and latency that
2 using sub-harmonically
1σ t ) + 10 log(2 P
is shrunk n2 times. For example, assuming n=1/4
The CSC
power and chip area consumptions. The LSB size of a delaydistribution method
injection-locked
σ
*
FOM
=
20
log(
)
limits their utilization in higher conversion rate applications
t
chain TDC is usually set by the propagation delay of a
in 1this
(e.g., >200 MS/s). The drawbacks of the flash architecturecoupled oscillators (SHILCO) to improve energy efficiency,
1s
mWdesign, the capacitor shrinking factor is 16 and so the
unit delay element (often one or two inverters), which is
frequency
resolution
is improved 16x. From the layout in Fig.2,
motivate the development of the pipelined TDCs [9], [10].jitter performance and clock skew.
fundamentally limited by the process technology in which the
Although with pipeline, a small LSB size and hence a high
the auto-transformer is implemented by two symmetric metal
Low-Power, Low-Skew
TDC is implemented. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve high
1 and Low-Jitter SHILCO
2
resolution can be achieved; the necessity of time residue
conversion linearity as it is hard to maintain good matching
Fig.1 shows a block diagram of the proposed SHILCO. wires and the CPVT and CSC SCA are easily arranged without
amplification dictates a higher architectural complexity, thus
The clk1/clk2 clocks are generated locally by two 4GHz additional area, unlike in [5]. The conventional SHIL usually
Manuscript received July 2, 2017; revised October 17, 2017; accepted
limiting the conversion throughput and efficiency.
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3) Substitute the remainder ξ̂

and estimate q by q̂

Fig.7: SHILCO die micrograph.
%
!
q̂ =

ξ̂ b

! !

mod

!
,
!

(19)

is the modular multiplicative inverse
where b
of (!/! ! ) modulo ! .
4) Finally, obtain Y using
Y = q̂ ! M + r̂ .

T

al injectors.

Fig.8: FOM

Take the example in Section III-A, the redundant modulus
set and the remainder set are {M! = 50, M! = 70} and
{r = 16, r = 16}, respectively. For an input X = 16,
if remainder errors are introduced, i.e., #r = 1 and
#r = −1, we have {r̂ = 17, r̂ = 15}. For the dual-moduli
system, if the modulus 50 is chosen as the primary (i.e., to
recover q instead
of q ),Performance
according to (17),summary.
we have
comparison.
Table-I.

figure of merit of the prototype measured at various supply
voltages. The measurement results are summarized in Table III
and compared to several recent state-of-the-art TDC works
operating at a similar speed.

• TDC bin 10 ps = 2.9 ps rms

(20)

10 × (5q − 7q ) = −2.

(21)

The first step shows that ŝ = [−2/10] = 0, and !¯ = 3
according to !¯
× 5 mod 7=1. Substitute these variables
into (18), we have ξ̂
= 0 × 3 mod 7 = 0 and q̂ = 0.
In this case, the final output Y is 17; alternatively, Y is 15 if
the modulus 70 is chosen instead.
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Qin

gm

Front-end errorwhere
sources
Cd in the detector capacitance,
Qin is the signal charge,
td is the charge collection time in the sensor,
k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature
gm is the transconductance of the input device.

Time walk

Timing jitter

Timing systems: single sample

Assuming a CMOS input device operating in weak inversion, the transcond
estimated dividing the bias current by 0.04.

The equation can be inverted to calculate the transconductance needed to a

An equation that is often used to
evaluate
jittercharacteristics
due to electronics
noise
the following:
once
the sensor
are fixed.
Thisisyields:
The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped
A comparator
C generates
2k T at digital pulse

d

d

gm =

2k T td

2
σt threshold
=
The
crossing time is captured and digitized Q
byin a TDC
gmon the front-end chip or external
TDC canQ
beinembedded
( Cd σt)
2

Let’s suppose that we have LGAD with 4.4 mm x 4.4 mm side, 25 um thickn
This results in a capacitance of 80 pF. If we suppose a total charge collectio
Cd
=
1
pF,
Qin
=
1
fC,
td
=
1
nstarget
1,5
we
a22th,
jitter
A. Rivetti
2018-Weihai
August
2018 due
18 / to
117 the electronics noise only of 10 ps (half of the total ti
Cd
in the detector FEDSS
capacitance,
we get a transconductance of 9 S, which is unrealistically high. If the LGAD
Qin
σt
= is10the
pssignal charge,
gm = 3.3 mS,
P > 4transconductance
mW
required
becomes
0.36 S, which can be achieved with a c
1
td is the charge collection time mA.
in the
sensor,
The front-end input stage would dissipate 17 mW (assuming 1.2 V pow
Timing
is derived from a single sample
where

k is the Boltzmann constant,

Time walk (ns)

I

Cd
= the
100absolute
fF, Qin temperature
= 1 fC, td = 1If we
nsassume a standard gain of 20, a pixel size of 2 mm x 2 mm (25 channe
T is
is the transconductance of ps
thejitter
device.
we get 17 mA or 20 mW/channel in the front-end, for a power
σtgm
= 10
ps
gm= 800 µS,W/cm2.
P >input
40target
µW
0,5

•

0
Assuming a CMOS input device operating in weak inversion,
the
transconductance
can
be
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
If
reduce
the
size
of
the
LGAD
to
0.5
mm
x
0.5
mm,
we
have
a
capacitance
estimated
dividing
the
bias
current
by
0.04.
Input
charge
(fC)
Q/C very important for good timing!
6

20, we get a gm of 1.4 mS, which can be achieved with a current of 70 uA o

Signal shape and leading edge timing
2

60

1,5

Time walk (ns)

Time over Threshold (ns)

70

50

40

1

0,5
30

1

2

3

4

5

6

Input Charge (fC)

7

8

9

10

0

35,0

43,0

51,0

59,0

67,0

ToT (ns)

• Pulse shape variations limit achievable
timing resolution
• Detector and front-end co-design to predict
reasonably timing performance

7

D: in practice

Signal shape and constant fraction
td < tr , ARC compensation
timing
f ttr V0 = t trtd V0
tzc = 1td f

CFD: the principle

e now simple CR
t

td
⌧

RC shaping and an ideal delay line:

e

t

td
FEDSS
2018-Weihai
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t
f e
td

td
⌧

t
⌧d

= 0 ! tzc =

The input signal is both delayed and attenuated

td e ⌧
e

td
⌧

f

The delayed and attenuated signals are combined to yield a bipolar
waveform
coll

! sensitivity to pulse shape fluctuatio

Jitter optimization: ⌧ = t

18
The zero
crossing of the bipolar waveform is used for timing

14,9

Can be reduced by reducing td , f , or both...
A. Rivetti
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14,75

Zero crossing time (ns)

Zero crossing time (ns)

CFDs rely of fully linear signal processing

Not trivial to implement in modern CMOS technologies due to the
reduced voltage headroom, but it can be done.
17,7

17,55

17,4

14,6

14,45

14,3
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Input charge (fC)

7
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9

10
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Input charge (fC)

7

8

9

10

8

Can we exploit the signal rise time?
Fig. 19.
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Clock path. (a) Block diagram. (b) Quadrature corrector stage
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g. 9.

Top-level schematic of the RX.

Abstract— A 64-Gb/s high-sensitivity non-return to zero
receiver (RX) data-path is demonstrated in the 14-nm-bulk
FinFET CMOS technology. To achieve high sensitivity, the RX
incorporates a transimpedance amplifier whose gain and bandwidth are co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback equalization (DFE). The DFE, which operates at quarter-rate, features a look-ahead speculation to relax DFE timing to 4 unitinterval. The analog front end includes a transadmittance transimpedance inductorless variable gain amplifier, resulting in
a low power and compact front end. The RX, wirebonded
to a discrete GaAs photodiode, achieves an energy efficiency
of 1.4 pJ/bit and −5-dBm optical modulation amplitude while
recovering PRBS-7 data (bit-error-rate < 10−12 ) modulated by
a VCSEL driver with a 2-tap feed forward equalization (FFE)
(main + precursor) over 7 m of graded-index 50/125-µm multimode fiber. The measured sensitivities at 56 and 32 Gb/s are
−9- and −13-dBm optical modulation amplitude, respectively.
Index Terms— Decision feedback equalization (DFE), I/O link,
non-return to zero (NRZ), optical receiver, receiver (RX), selftimed comparator, sensitivity, shunt feedback, transimpedance
amplifier (TIA), variable gain amplifier (VGA).

W

I. I NTRODUCTION

ITH the ever-increasing growth of cloud computing and big data applications, serial data-rates
beyond 50 Gb/s/lane will eventually be required in wireline communications both inside and between racks in datacenters [1], [2]. The industry currently has developed standards

OZKAYA et al.: 64-Gb/s 1.4-pJ/b NRZ OPTICAL RX DATA-PATH IN 14-nm CM

that cover 56-Gb/s (OIF-CEI-56G) electrical interfaces to
meet those demands. However, copper interconnects experience frequency-dependent losses, which require complex and
Fig.
20. RX micrograph and layout.
power hungry equalization techniques. For instance,
a 30-dB
additional channel loss decreases the energy efficiency of the
overall transceiver by roughly ten times [3]. On the contrary,
optical interconnects have negligible frequency-dependent
loss look-ahead DFE [1], [18] resolves the speculat
and the
and can transport data over long distances with little or no
Then,
equalization. As a consequence, optical links are
potentiallook-ahead signals L H (n) and L L (n) are calcula
candidates to replace copper interconnects for distances
as
from the
speculative decisions D H (n) and D L (n). Fina
short as 1 m in the near future [4]. To become a viable
D(3)
resolves the speculation. The dependence of each bi
alternative to well-established electrical links, optical
solutions
must have competitive power and area efficiency metrics.
the previous bit is broken in the new speculative array, wh
Commercially available optical engines are typically located
on the board-edge, which still requires an electricalresults
link (suchin a relaxed timing constraint of
as CEI-56G-VSR) to reach the host chip (either a CPU,
tc2q + tmux + tsetup < 4UI.
(
a switch ASIC, or an FPGA). Integrating the optical transceiver in the first-level host chip package will improve
I/O power efficiency and provide higher bandwidth
Alldensity.
the digital logic up to L H (n) and L L (n) is feed-forw
Processor modules with integrated optics have been proposed
and
since 2005 for high-performance computing [5] but
havecan
not be pipelined to meet the timing. In our applicat
been considered for data-centers due to high cost. However,
at 56 Gb/s and beyond, replacing electrical cables with optics
is expected to have similar or lower cost per Gb/s.
Implementing such a system is not without challenges. First,
the optical RX circuits need to achieve high sensitivity to

Fig. 14.

Self-referenced TIA schematic for PSRR analysis.
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Front-end with 25 ps peaking time!?
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that cover 56-Gb/s (OIF-CEI-56G) electrical interfaces to
meet those demands. However, copper interconnects experience frequency-dependent losses, which require complex and
power hungry equalization techniques. For instance, a 30-dB
additional channel loss decreases the energy efficiency of the
overall transceiver by roughly ten times [3]. On the contrary,
optical interconnects have negligible frequency-dependent loss
and can transport data over long distances with little or no
equalization. As a consequence, optical links are potential
candidates to replace copper interconnects for distances as
short as 1 m in the near future [4]. To become a viable
alternative to well-established electrical links, optical solutions
must have competitive power and area efficiency metrics.
Commercially available optical engines are typically located
on the board-edge, which still requires an electrical link (such
Index Terms— Decision feedback equalization (DFE), I/O link, as CEI-56G-VSR) to reach the host chip (either a CPU,
Fig.
11. Bandwidth extension with series inductance. (a) Frequency response. (b) Pulse response.
non-return to zero (NRZ), optical receiver, receiver (RX), selfa switch ASIC, or an FPGA). Integrating the optical transtimed
sensitivity,
shunt feedback,
transimpedance
g. amplifier
11. comparator,
Bandwidth
extension
with series
inductance.
Frequency
response.
(b) Pulse
response.
2ceiver (a)
in the
first-level host
chip package
will improve
(TIA), variable gain amplifier (VGA).
I/O power efficiency and provide higher bandwidth density.
Processor modules with integrated optics have been proposed
I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the ever-increasing growth of cloud com- since 2005 for high-performance computing [5] but have not
puting and big data applications, serial data-rates been considered for data-centers due to high cost. However,
beyond 50 Gb/s/lane will eventually be required in wire- at 56 Gb/s and beyond, replacing electrical cables with optics
line communications both inside and between racks in data- is expected to have similar or lower cost per Gb/s.
Implementing such a system is not without challenges. First,
centers [1], [2]. The industry currently has developed standards
the optical RX circuits need to achieve high sensitivity to
Abstract— A 64-Gb/s high-sensitivity non-return to zero
receiver (RX) data-path is demonstrated in the 14-nm-bulk
FinFET CMOS technology. To achieve high sensitivity, the RX
incorporates a transimpedance amplifier whose gain and bandwidth are co-optimized with a 1-tap decision feedback equalization (DFE). The DFE, which operates at quarter-rate, features a look-ahead speculation to relax DFE timing to 4 unitinterval. The analog front end includes a transadmittance transimpedance inductorless variable gain amplifier, resulting in
a low power and compact front end. The RX, wirebonded
to a discrete GaAs photodiode, achieves an energy efficiency
of 1.4 pJ/bit and −5-dBm optical modulation amplitude while
recovering PRBS-7 data (bit-error-rate < 10−12 ) modulated by
a VCSEL driver with a 2-tap feed forward equalization (FFE)
(main + precursor) over 7 m of graded-index 50/125-µm multimode fiber. The measured sensitivities at 56 and 32 Gb/s are
−9- and −13-dBm optical modulation amplitude, respectively.
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Power O(10 mW) for 100 fF input capacitance
Power density: 25 W/cm
Sensor performance are very important!

10

First thoughts
• Design of critical IPs with TOF-grade performance is matter of good (excellent!)
engineering.
• Read-out architecture (almost) invariant
• Moderate data rate allows sharing of resources
• Key challenges at the sensor and sensor to front-end interface
• To make realistic assessments and appropriate choices, careful sensor
108
ALICE Collaboration
simulations
are needed

11

Sensor options: LGAD

• The choice of CMS and ATLAS for the timing layers
• State of the art LGAD do not allow for very small pixels, but this is not an issue for the TOF
Several approaches being investigated to improve the fill factor
L-LHC

• Radiation hardness is up to 1015, so much higher than what needed in the TOF
d the End Cap of EM Calorimeter
• CMS and ATLAS approach: 1.3 mm x 1. 3 mm pads.
moderator)
16 n/cm2 SF =1.5) => Ring 3.1<
4.0 replacedto
half
HL-x 2 cm front-end chip via bump bonding
• Sensor is 2 cm x 4 cm <connected
a 2thecm
Chapter 3. The Endcap Timing Layer
• Front-end is 65 nm for CMS and 130 nm for ATLAS
electronic jitter and < 10% occupancy
MIP signal (10 fC) with LGAD sensor
thickness = 50 µm and G = 20

ents

k
es with
Diodes (LGAD)

• 50 µm active thickness
• Gain > 20: resolution dominated by sensor
• 35 ps rms

on of the charge carrier drift lines for a standard silicon
m
12

LGAD simulated performance
79
ALICE 3 Letter-of-Intent
(CERN-LHCC-2021-xxx)

80

Garfield++ Simulations
G=10
G=20

70

G=24
G=30
G=44
FBK, TCAD, G=20

60

Time resolution (ps)

Time resolution (ps)

CE 3 Letter-of-Intent (CERN-LHCC-2021-xxx)

40

Garfield++ Simulations

50µm
35µm
25µm
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FBK, real data, G=20
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43: LGAD (50 µm of thickness) time resolution as a function of the Constant Fraction Disnator (CFD) for different gain values simulated with Garfield++. The curves include
results
Fig. 44:
LGAD time resolution as a function of the Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) f
a flat E profile and with more realistic TCAD profiles. Simulations are also compared
with
different sensor thicknesses simulated with Garfield++.
eam measurements.

• LGAD with gain of 20 and 25 µm thickness can achieve TOF-grade performance

is larger for smaller slew rates, which means at the beginning of the signal. For larger
2180
charged
are not well known and simulations and experimental results are needed to fi
s of CFD the time resolution is dominated by the so-called Landau fluctuation
due to particles
the
the gap.
uniform creation of electron–hole pairs along the particle path leading 2181
to time-of-arrival
2182 by
Asanopposed
uations. This effect is given by the physics governing the energy deposition
imping- to PIN diodes, providing a signal proportional to the incident radiant power, SPAD
harged particle in silicon since the total number and the local density of electron-hole
2183
can takepairs
advantage of a huge internal gain, with no need for pre-amplification, therefore redu
ed along its path varies on an event-by-event basis, and it cannot be avoided;
is common
2184 it
ing
power dissipation, and high spatial and time resolution. Moreover, the amount of detect
th LGAD and no-gain sensors. As one can see from the Figure, as a combination
of all can
the be kept to a minimum, as the sensitive volume of a SPAD is limited to the very th
2185
material
s aforementioned, the time resolution flattens as the CFD thresholds increases.
With
an
2186
depleted region
around the pn junction.
opriate value of the gain, time resolutions around 30-35 ps can be achieved.
2187
Use of a CMOS technology for the fabrication of the sensor lends itself naturally to monolith
volution of LGADs are the Resistive AC-Coupled Silicon Detectors RSD (AC-LGADs),
13
2188
cally integrating the processing electronics and the sensing element in a common substrate.
re characterized by a new readout logic based on the resistive AC-coupled scheme. Lat2189

For new silicon integrated-passively-quenched single-photon avalanche diodes (iPQ-SPADs)

LGAD module concepts for TOF

sensor
ASIC

ASIC

interposer/RDL

ASIC

sensor

• ASIC and sensor area comparable

• ASIC can be much smaller

• Direct bump bonding

• ASIC prototyping in MPW

• Shorter connections
• ASIC prototyping requires going to

• Very advanced node possible
• Longer connection…

engineering run in an early stage
• Watch high-frequency feed-through

• …but best results still obtained with wire
bonding!
• Less high-frequency feed-through
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What about CMOS sensors?
ARCADIA 10µm pitch pixel
Small collection electrode

ARCADIA 50µm pitch pixel
Large collection electrode

Vnwell = 3.0VARCADIA TCAD simulation
Vback @ 50 mW/cm2

Sensor

Epi thic

Intrinsic timing resolution [ns]

Intrinsic timing resolution [ns]

ARCADIA TCAD simulation

Backsid

Further improvements
could be reached with
higher voltages applied to
the collection electrode

To impr

- high
(10-5

- thick

10µm

ARCADIA 10µm pitch pixel

V

nwell
Constant fraction discriminator
threshold [%]

5

Constant fraction
discriminator threshold [%]
Small collection
electrode

pwell and deep
pwell

Collection
electrode at

Epitaxial pixel
ARCADIA 50µm pitch
Large collection electrode

layer

Sensor thickness = 5

Epitaxial layer thick
Vnwell = 3.3 V

Vback = onset of pun

Three
thicknesses
25µm
35µm
50µm

Capacitance: ~ 33 f

Deep p-well only on
transistors

Deep p-well
of the pixel t
thk
[um]

pitch
[um]

epi
[um]

50

50

7

Vn [V]

Vpt [-V]

Backside
voltage
3.3
-29.1

Vback

Vpw [-V]
10 mW/cm2
3

-33.1
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s, with hexagon sides of 130 µm and 65 µm. Each pixel is connected to the front-end
s placed in an independent
deep-nwell to insulate it from the high-voltage substrate.
L. Paolozzi,0,1 R. Cardarelli,1 S. Débieux,0 Y. Favre,0 D. Ferrère,0 S. Gonzalez-Sevilla,0
imingG.performance
high power
consumption
of the3 prototype
described
2 F. Martinelli,
3,4 M. Nessi,
5 ,2 in [3].
Iacobucci,0 M.atKaynak,
H. Rücker,2is
I. Sanna,
0 P. Valerio
0,3 of the amplifier power consumption
focusD.M.S.
on the
contribution
to0the
resolution
Sultan,
andtime
E. Zaffaroni
walk 0correction
method.
DPNC, University
of Geneva,

Nevt = 26249
µ = ( 18.1 ± 1.2) ps
ToF = (85.7 ± 1.0) ps
2
/Ndof = 3.63
FWHM = 203.0 ps
ftail = 4.8%

A
: SiGe BiCMOS technology can be used to produce ultra-fast, low-power silicon pixel
sensors that provide state-of-the-art time resolution even without internal gain. The development of
0
0.75
0.50
0.25 0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
such sensors requires the identification and control of the main factors that may degrade1.00
the timing
ToF
[ns]
performance as well as the characterisation of the dependance of the sensor time resolution on the
amplifier power consumption. Measurements with a 90 Sr source of a prototype sensor produced in
Figure
8. Distribution
of the and
ToF between the pixel under test and the LGAD for an amplifier c
onolithic
prototype in IHP SG13G2 technology used for the
measurements.
The pixels
SG13G2 technology from IHP Microelectronics shows a time resolution of 140 ps at an amplifier
50 µA
andthe
a discriminator
threshold
a Gaus
nics are inside deep-nwells operated at positive low-voltage,
while
p-doped substrate
is of 1046 electrons. The time jitter was estimated by 16
current of 7 A and 45 ps at a power consumption of 150 A. The resolution on the measurement of
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Monolithic CMOS sensors for sub-nanosecond timing
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ABSTRACT
In the ATTRACT project FASTPIX we investigate monolithic pixel sensors with small collection electrodes in
CMOS technologies for fast signal collection and precise timing in the sub-nanosecond range.
Deep submicron CMOS technologies allow tiny, sub-femtofarad collection electrodes, and large signal-tonoise ratios, essential for very precise timing. However, complex in-pixel circuits require some area, and one of
the key limitations for precise timing is the longer drift time of signal charge generated near the pixel borders.
Laying out the collection electrodes on a hexagonal grid and reducing the pixel pitch minimize the maximum
distance from the pixel border to the collection electrode. The electric field optimized with TCAD simulations
pulls the signal charge away from the pixel border towards the collection electrode as fast as possible. This
also reduces charge sharing and maximizes the seed pixel signal hence reducing time-walk effects. Here the
hexagonal geometry also contributes by limiting charge sharing at the pixel corners to only three pixels instead
of four. We reach pixel pitches down to about 8.7 m between collection electrodes in this 180 nm technology
by placing only a minimum amount of circuitry in the pixel and the rest at the matrix periphery. Consuming
several tens of micro-ampere per pixel from a 1.8 V supply offers a time jitter of only a few tens of picoseconds.
This allows detailed characterization of the sensor timing performance in a prototype chip with several mini
matrices of 64 pixels each with amplifier, comparator and digital readout and 4 additional pixels with analog
buffers. The aim is to prove sensor concepts before moving to a much finer line width technology and fully
integrate the readout within the pixel at lower power consumption.

1. Small collection electrode CMOS sensors

is therefore limited by diffusion (˘ 100 ns). This process is used for
the ALPIDE pixel sensor [3] for the upgrade of the Inner Tracking
CMOS technologies offer a cost-effective monolithic integration of
System of the ALICE experiment. To achieve full lateral depletion
sensor and electronics, combining high granularity and low mateof the sensor volume, the process has been modified [4] adding an
rial budget with an overall reduction of theFig.
production
1. Cross efforts
section [1].
of variations
of the
180
nm CMOS
imaging
process.
(a)1(b).
Standard process (b) Modified process
uniform
lowTowerJazz
dose n-layer
under
the deep
p-well,sensor
as shown
in Fig.
For a given bandwidth (speed), signal to noise
ratio
and
collected
the low
dose
n-implant
(d) with
extra
p-type
implant
(e)
with
extra
p-type
implant
and
with
gap
in the low dose n-implant.
Although the charge is collected by drift, the main limitation for timing
charge signal a smaller capacitance allows for a lower analog power
application is the low electric field in the pixel corners: for a pixel
consumption [2].
pitch
of tens
micrometers by
the the
charge
collection
time can the
be up
to corner to the collection elec
pixel
The
charge
collection
time
is of
determined
electric
field
A low capacitance sensor requires a small collection electrode where
tens of nanoseconds. For faster charge collection by drift and reduced
a hexagonal grid the maximum dista
strength
and
theproper
distance between the charge ionization point and the
the in-pixel read-out circuit is placed outside the
electrode
with

8.66 m pitch hexagonal grid and zoom on 7 pixels.
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20 in specialized
triggered interest in the use of the particles’ time of arrival as additional information
Cfb
detectors to mitigate the impact4-bits
of pile-up. The required time resolution is of the order of tens of
Figure 1: Cross-section
of a pixel showing the Figure
2: precision
Block diagram of the CACTUS pixel
DAC
10 at this
picoseconds, with a spatial granularity of the order of 1 mm. A time measurement
Ifb
BL
Th.
in-pixel
and
power
rails
analog
level
will alsoelectronics
be of interest beyond
thethe
LHC
and beyond
high energy
particle
physics. front-end.
We present in
tuningmetal
0
Cc
this paper the first developments towards
hard Depleted Monolithic Active Pixel
Sensor
-4000
-3000 -2000 -1000 0
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(drawing is notCSA
to scale). OutBLa radiation
Digital
HIT
(DMAPS), with high-resolution time measurement capability.
The
technology
chosen
is
a
standard
Time differences PMT - sensor (ps)
Output
Vth
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ENABLE
ENABLE
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in tracking applications
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front-end
electronics
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(CSA) followed by a leading-edge discriminator (see figure 2). Each pixel has a 4-bit DAC to
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igure
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: Timingdifferences
detectors, Particle between
tracking detectors

Adding gain to CMOS sensors
• G. Iacobucci et al. UniGe

• Avalanche pixel with 6 um pitch

• Patent EP 3 654 376 A1
• Gain in layer in the back

• No HV in the front-side
• Y. Hirose et al. IEEE ISSCC 2019

• No HV in the front-side

• PANASONIC patent EP 3 448 018 A1

• Target 1 ps resolution

19

Adding gain to CMOS sensors

20

Adding gain to CMOS sensors
•

•
•
•
•

Preliminary simulations with the 110 nm process used by ARCADIA

High (negative) backside voltage for charge collection
High positive sensor voltage for avalanche
Monolithic electronics is possible only with AC coupling
Concept can be used both for thick (100s micron) and thin (10s micron) sensors: gain and
charge collection are decoupled
21

Adding gain to CMOS sensors
IV curves and quasi-stationary gain
Substrate thickness: 50um – Backside voltage: -15V

Linear (APD/LGAD) and
Geiger-mode operation (SPAD)

Linear operation:
Gain – from a few units
to 10 - 20
Problem: high voltage needs
To be applied at the top!

22

SPADs
•

Three kind of SPAD-based sensors
• Analog SiPM: most mature and widely available. Time resolution of 20 ps FWHM for 1 mm x 1 mm SiPM
(about 40 pF capacitance)
• 2D digital SiPM: fill factor, technology optimization - best CMOS SPAD 12.1 ps FWHM, 180 nm, DCR
20MHz/cm2 at room T, 160 kHz at - 65 C.
• Time resolution: 12.1 ps (25 um), 16 ps (50 um), 27 ps (100 um) FWHM.
• 3D digital SiPM: 2 tier approach
• …but it is not necessary to readout every single SPAD!
• SPAD-based sensors used to detect charge particles only in limited number of R&D
• For charge particles, efficiency expected to be larger than fill factor
: FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF TWO-TIER PIXELATED AVALANCHE SENSOR
• Performance should be comparable

Fill Factor, but without providing spatial
[16], [17].
d particle tracking and counting applications,
s of choice can be either hybrid or monolithic
on the required resolution and radiation damage
n the case of hybrid detectors, bump bonding
used to connect the sensor array to a readic chip. This approach offers the flexibility of
sensors and electronics independently, at the
a larger parasitic input capacitance. Since the
of the readout electronics is increased by large
itances, a large charge discrimination thresho be set in hybrid detectors, thus limiting the
etectable charge. The large threshold affects
m detector thickness, that is around 100µm in

23

Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•

CMOS sensors are an attractive solution for the TOF
Timing potential of CMOS sensors not yet fully exploited
20 ps or better resolution can be envisaged and worth of further R&D
Adding gain to CMOS can be the game changer
SPAD interesting if TOF-RICH readout are combined
LGAD provides a solid fall-back solution
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20-ps Resolution Clock Distribution Network
for a Fast-Timing Single-Photon Detector
N. Egidos , R. Ballabriga , F. Bandi, M. Campbell , D. Gascón, S. Gómez ,
J. M. Fernández-Tenllado, X. Llopart, R. Manera, J. Mauricio
D.20-ps
Sánchez
, A. Sanmukh,
andA E.
Santin
EGIDOS et ,al.:
RESOLUTION
CDN FOR
FAST-TIMING
SINGLE-PHOTON DETECTOR
TABLE II

Abstract— The time resolution of active pixel sensors whose processing, enhance molecule discrimination, and time tag
G UIDELINES TO S CALE THE CDN W ITH THE C HIP A REA
timestamp mechanism is based on time-to-digital converters is an increasing
number of particle collisions accurately, among
critically linked to the accuracy in the distribution of the master others [1]–[5].
clock signal that
latches
valuesSINGLE-PHOTON
across the detector. DETECTOR
EGIDOS et al.: 20-ps RESOLUTION
CDN
FORthe
A timestamp
FAST-TIMING
In the readout electronics, a time-to-digital converter (TDC)
The clock distribution network (CDN) that delivers the master
clock signal must compensate process–voltage–temperature vari- can be used per group of pixels to time stamp the partiations to reduce static time errors (skew) and minimize the power cle arrival. TDCs are dispersed across the pixel matrix and
TABLE
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a step forward in multiple imaging applications, the network
latencies must be adjusted in steps well below that value. Power network (CDN).
Due to process, voltage, or temperature (PVT) variations,
consumption must be kept as low as possible. In this work, a selfregulated CDN that fulfills these requirements is presented for the circuit elements that compose the CDN may have a
the FastICpix single-photon detector aiming at a 65-nm process. slightly different delay in the various branches. As a result
A 40-MHz master clock is distributed to 64 × 64 pixels over an of these nonidealities, there is a static time error or skew in
area of 2.4 × 2.4 cm2 using digital delay-locked loops, achieving
clock leaf skew below 20 ps with a power consumption of 26 mW. the actual latencies or propagation delays from the source to
Guidelines are provided to adapt the system to arbitrary chip the TDCs. On top of this variability, the delays will also be
area and
pixel
pitch
values, yieldingSINGLE-PHOTON
a versatile design with
very dynamically affected by perturbations in the supply voltage,
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fine time resolution.
voltage droop, or temperature gradients during operation, and
Index Terms— Clock synchronization, delay-locked loop due to noise coupled mainly from the power supply due to
(DLL), fast timing, phase detector (PD), random jitter, skew.
the switching activity of the circuitry (a.k.a. power supply-
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an attractive alternative in a wide range of fast-timing
generator [6].
imaging systems, such as medical diagnosis with positron
With the goal of an accurate clock distribution, which is
emission tomography (PET), molecular studies with mass
indispensable for a reliable timestamp, the CDN must include
spectrometry imaging (MSI), and particle tracking in high-3) divergence in the value of fine control bits along the line
mechanisms to self-regulate the latencies, so as to reduce
energy physics (HEP). There is a lot of active research aimed
the impact
and jitter.
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electronics

Figure 3.49: Layout of a clock distribution for the 16⇥16 pixel cell matrix, each 1.3⇥1.
size, using metal layer 6. The clock is distributed starting from the center of the south e
the chip to each of the 256 pixel elements through a four stage H-tree structure. The firs
141
is located at the center of the chip. The
clock signal frequency is 320 MHz with 10% ri
fall time.

• From CMS MIP Timing detector TDR

Figure 3.50: Internal clock signals at different stages. Top is the input clock signal, follow
the signal at the input of the next four stages, and the bottom signal is the output at th
destination.

• 320 MHz clock
• Distributed to the full matrix
3.3.8 Level-1 Buffer and data readout
17thepstopskew
Figure 3.51•shows
level block diagram for data readout. At the bottom of the
a frame builder block receives data from each column and sorts out and assembles dat
• 21 mW power
ut of a clock distribution for the 16⇥16 pixel cell matrix, each 1.3⇥1.3 mm2

layer 6. The clock is distributed starting from the center of the south edge of
f the 256 pixel elements through a four stage H-tree structure. The first stage
enter of the chip. The clock signal frequency is 320 MHz with 10% rise and
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